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Let P be some stationary point process on Rd, with covariance density g,, 0 in 0, a compact 
set of IWk. Under suitable hypotheses on g,, and if P is ergodic, the existence of a process of 
contrast is shown, such that the estimator obtained by minimizing the contrast is weakly consistent. 
If P is Brillinger-mixing, that minimum contrast estimator is shown to be asymptotically normally 
distributed. 
stationary point process * minimum contrast estimator * covariance density 
The parametric statistic of moments of stationary point processes on an Euclidian 
space hitherto came up against the difficulty of expressing and handling the likeli- 
hood of such processes, except in the classical case of the Poisson process, where 
the moments estimation reduce to the density one (see Davies [4]; Baudin [l]; 
Jolivet [6]). 
Brillinger [2] proposed to estimate such parameters through the periodogram, 
that is, using a representation of the process in the “frequency domain”. While such 
a representation can be well understood in the case of processes on the real line, 
representing the evolution of a system with respect to time, when we deal with 
processes on the plane or in iR3, the spectral description of the process is far from 
natural. It is not so easy to translate hypotheses in terms of cumulant spectra (for 
instance), and the ordinary moment measures give a better intuitive framework for 
the representation of “interactions” between points of the realization (Krickeberg 
[71). 
In the sequel, properties of minimum contrast estimators for parameters of the 
covariance density of a stationary point process on Rd are studied. 
Let us consider the statistical model {A, 53(A), PO; 19 E 0) where A is the set of 
simple point measures on Rd, %(Jcc) is the c-field of the vague topology, PO is a 
stationary point process on Rd, with known density z, and with covariance measure 
#‘(dx, dy) given by -y?‘(dx, dy) = g(u; 0) du dy, u =x-y, x # y, and 0 is some 
compact subset of Rk. 
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In the sequel, the function g is assumed to satisfy the following conditions (99): 
- g( .; 0) non-negative, bounded, continuous integrable for each 0 in 0, 
- g(x; .) continuous for each x in Rd. 
These two conditions imply existence and continuity of the function 
I g”(x; .) dx on 0 for each a 2 1. Rd 
1. Searching for a contrast to be minimized 
The results of [6] show that, under the hypothesis that PO is a Gauss-Poisson 
process and that the density of covariance is a linear function of a real “small” 
parameter, the logarithm of the likelihood is asymptotically equivalent to 
G2 x(x, u)g(x - y)pc(dx)pC(dy) -$ GZ 8*(x -Y) dx dy 1 (1) 
where G is a bounded borelian subset of Rd, x(x, y) is the indicator function of 
{x # y}, and /L’ is the point measure associated with the realization of the process, 
centered so that p’(B) = p(B) - zh (B), p(B) being the number of points of the 
realization hitting the borelian subset B and h(B) the Lebesgue measure of B. 
We are thus led to consider as a possible contrast: 
C.&,/J)=-h(G)-’ G2 x(x, y)g(x -Y; a)p’(dx)p’(dy) 
-; 8*(x-y; a) dx dy 
G2 1 (2) 
or, for easiness of practical computations, 
‘%(a, ,u) = A(G)-’ 
[I 
z’g(x -y; a) ++g*(x -y; a) dx dy GZ 
- 
I 
G2 x(x, y)g(x-y; a)/4dx)p(dy) . 1 (3) 
In the sequel, this latter quantity will be studied. 
The subset G, on which the process is observed, is assumed to increase to Rd 
inside a regular family of compact convex parts of Rd indexed by r in lF+: 
8,: {sup/x]: x E G,} tends to infinity with r and there exists a > 0, such 
that A( G,) 2 aA(B(0, 6,)) Vr, where B(0, 8,) is the open ball with radius 
6, and center at the origin of Rd. 
C, will be written as C, for G = G,. 
Proposition 1. If PB is ergodic and if conditions 93 are fuljilled, { C,(CY, /_L)}~~~+ is a 
contrast process with respect to 8 and K with 
K(B, cl)=; 
I 6rd 
g’(x; a) dx - 
I 
g(x; a)g(x; 0) dx, 
Rd 
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Proof. We have to prove that (see Dacunha-Castelle, Duflo [3]) C, is adapted to 
an increasing family of a-fields, and C(a, p) tends to a deterministic function on 
0 with unique minimum at 0. The measurability properties of C, are obtained by 
standard arguments. Let .& the a-field generated by all the applications: /.A + p (Bj), 
j=l,. .., I,where{B,,. . . , B,} is a tesselation of G, into 1 bounded borelian subsets. 
& is the limit v-field UJ, sY,,,. {A&}~~~+ is an increasing series of u-fields such that 
B(A) = liin& SB,. 
C((Y, p) is thus adapted to the filtration {s&},~~+. 
On the other hand, let us study the limit of C,(LY, p) under PO. g( * ; a) being 
continuous, bounded, integrable, the limit of the deterministic part is equal to 
J Rd (z’g( x; a) +;g’(x; a)) dx. 
In the same way, it is possible to apply an ergodic theorem for random measures 
[9] to the stochastic part, given the hypotheses on G, and the ergodicity of PO. Its 
limit is P, almost surely equal to 
J &i (g( x; a)g(x; 13) - z2g(x; a)) dx. 
Consequently, C,((Y; CL) admits a PO almost sure limit as r tends to infinity, given by 
K(B,a)=& 
J 
Rd g2b; a) dx - 
J 
iWd Ax; a)g(x; 0) dx. 
This function has a unique minimum at (Y = 0: 
K(f3, a)-K(B, e,=; J *d (g( x; a) - g(x; 13))’ dx. 
Then 0 can be estimated by I$: 
We are looking for the properties of that minimum contrast estimator. 
2. Consistency of the minimum contrast estimator 
Proposition 2. If PO is ergodic and if conditions 9 are fulfilled, the minimum contrast 
estimator & is weakly consistent. 
Proof. To obtain this result, we have to show that the family of processes of contrast 
fulfills some property of “uniform continuity” [3]. The version of the theorem cited 
and used here is slightly improved from the original version; it was given by Marie 
Duflo. 
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Consistency theorem. 0 being compact, the process of contrast is assumed to satisfy 
the properties: 
(i) C((Y, /J) converges in PO probability to K( 8, a), 
(ii) C,((Y, p) and K(8, a) are continuous functions of a, 
(iii) K( 8, . ) has a unique minimum at 0 on 0, 
(iv) W,(T) = su~~,,~,(,-~~~~~lC,(~, CL) - CO, p)I h as a limit in probability bounded 
above by a deterministic function with null limit at zero. 
Then, the minimum contrast estimator I?~: 
is weakly consistent. 
Proof. In our case, only assumptions (ii) and (iv) need to be checked, (i) and (iii) 
having been proved in the preceding section. 
(ii) Given the hypothesis on g, the continuity of K( 0, . ) and of the deterministic 
part of C,( . , p) are almost trivial. 
Let us denote the random part of the contrast by 
AtG-lNt~, CL) = AtG-’ GZ x(x, y)g(x-y; a)ddx)~.(dy). (5) 
r 
For each r, as a consequence of the integrability assumption of g, p (G,) is PO-almost 
surely finite. The random variable A( G,)-‘NG,(~, p) is then almost surely con- 
tinuous, as sum of an almost surely finite number of continuous functions. 
(iv) Let us rewrite C((Y, p) as 
Crt~, P) = AtG-’ g2(x-y;a)dxdy 
6 
- G~g(x-y;n)gtx-y;e)dxdy-N,(~,~) , I r 
where fi,(a, CL) = Nr(a, P) - MN,(~, CL)). 
The following inequality is straightforwardly obtained: 
s A(G,)-’ ; 
[IS 
c;2(g2(x-y;+g2(x-y;fi))dxdy 
r 
+ G~tg(x-~;~)-gtx-~;P))g(x-~;8)dxd~ 
r 
(7) 
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Let A = {a, p E 0; Ia -pi < 7). From (7), it follows that 
““AP IMa, p) - CO, EL)1 
<sup h(G,)-’ 
IJ 
g2(x-y; a) dx dy- 
6 J 
g2(x -y; P) dx dy 
A GS 
+sup h(G,)-’ 
II 
g(x-y; a)g(x-y; 0) dx dy 
A GS 
_ 
J 
g(x -y; P)g(x -y; 0) dx dx 
CS 
+2 suplA(‘%(a, ~11. 
ut@ 
(8) 
The first term of the right hand side of (8) is bounded above by 
$ sup 
II 
(g’(x; a) - g2(x; P)) dx 
A Wd 
+ sup 
IJ aeo Rd 
g’(x; a) dx-A(G,)-’ 
J 
g2(x-y; a) dx dy . 
GS 
The second term is bounded above by 
sup 
A IJ &(g( x; a)dx; e)-g(x;P)g(x; e))dx 
+2 sup II era@ Wd Ax; a)g(x; em 
-A(G,)-’ 
J 
g(x-y; a)g(x-y; 0) dx dy . 
G: 
Finally, by application of the ergodic theorem mentioned in Section 1, the third 
term has a null limit Pe almost surely as r tends to infinity. 
The conditions 54 imply that the limit of A( G,)-’ J,: g2(x -y; CX) dx dy 
(resp. A(G,)-’ JG; g(x-Y; a)g(x-y; 0) dx dy) is J,d g’(x; a) dx (resp. 
JRd Ax; 4 Ax, 0) dx) f or each cz in 0, and that F,(a) = J,d g*(x; a) dx (resp. 
F2( (Y) = JWd g(x; a) g(x; 0) dx) is continuous for each (Y of the compact 0, and hence 
uniformly continuous on 0. Consequently, the following inequality is almost surely 
true: 
hn$ s;PlC~(“’ p) - C,(P; IJu)l ~s~Pl~~(~)-~,(P)I+s~PlFZ(~)-F,(P)I, 
and the uniform continuity of F, and F2 imply that Condition (iv) of the consistency 
theorem is fulfilled. Thus, ir: C,( & p) = inf aEO C,(LY, CL) is a weakly consistent 
estimator of 8. 
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Remark. Very often in applications the density z is not known. Nevertheless, PO 
being stationary and ergodic, A (G)-‘p (G) is an unbiased, strongly consistent 
estimator of z. (A (G))‘p (G))* is not an unbiased estimator of z2, but it converges 
almost surely to z2 when G increases to Rd. Thus, we are led to consider the random 
function 
- I x(x, y)gb-y; a)/-ddx)ddy) . 1 (9) G: 
As r tends to infinity, the almost sure limit of D?(a, p) is still K(B, a), and the 
measurability conditions are fulfilled. Thus, 
f5,: D,(K, F) = i;f Q(a, P) 
is then another minimum contrast estimator of 8. 
To prove its consistency, only the proof that 0, obeys Condition (iv) of the 
theorem above needs a slight modification. The other changes are straightforward. 
Indeed, the following inequality is true: 
I~~(~,~)-~~(P,~)l~l~c,(~,~)-~~(P,/1.)I 
+ Is-z2I IF,(a) - Fl(P)I 
Almost sure convergence of (E.L( G,)/h( G,))2 to z2 and uniform continuity of F, on 
0 imply that D, fulfil Condition (iv). Hence I?~ is also a weakly consistent estimator 
0f e. 
3. Asymptotic normality of the minimum contrast estimator 
Let 
g”‘(x; a) =2(x; a), i=l,...,k, 
I 
g(iJ)(x; a) = &(~;a), i=l,..., k, j=l,..., k. 
For any function F on 0, F’ is the gradient vector of F and F” is its hessian matrix. 
Let M7 be the transpose of any matrix M. 
We assume that conditions % are satisfied by g, by gci) for each i = 1,. . . , k, and 
by g”.” for each i = 1,. . . , k, each j = 1,. . . , k. We assume also that the range of 
gci) is compact for each i = 1, . . . , k, and jRd g’(x; B)=g’(x; O) dx is a nonsingular 
positive matrix. We finally assume that PO is Brillinger-mixing [2]. 
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Proposition 3. Under the abovementioned assumptions, A (G,)“‘( I!?, - 0) converges in 
distribution to a centered Gaussian variable, as r tends to injkity. 
Proof. As usual, C:( 0, p) can be expanded in the neighbourhood of 6, to give 
I 
1 
C:(e,EL)=C:(~~,~L+(e-~~)T c:,(e+s(&e),p)ds. (10) 
0 
We can assume that 6r is inside 0, so C:( g,, p) is zero. Thus (10) can be rewritten 
as 
h(G,)“2C:(e,,)=~(G,)1’2(e-t?~)r(CI:(e,~) 
I 
1 
+A(c,)“*(e-tQT (we+&-e),d 
0 
- c:(e, p)) ds. (11) 
The assumptions on g and its derivatives, and the Brillinger-mixing hypothesis 
made on P, enable us to apply the central limit theorem established in [S] to the 
random function A (G,)“‘C:( 0, p). 
On the other hand, the same assumptions enable us again to 
theorem for random measure of Nguyen and Zessin [9] to the 
C:(e, p). This proves that C:l(0, p) tends PO almost surely to 
gyx; e)Tgyx; e) dx. 
Finally, taking into account the properties of g” and working along the lines of 
the proof of Condition (iv) in Section 2, it is easy to establish the convergence in 
PO probability of ji (C:( 0 + S( I$ - e), p) - C:( e, p)) ds to 0. 
apply the ergodic 
stochastic part of 
Considering these three statements together with (ll), we obtain that 
A( G,)“‘( gr - 0) converges in distribution, as r tends to infinity, to a Gaussian 
variable with mean zero and covariance matrix ET’ E2 2;’ where 
2, = a, Wd(x; 0) dx, 
x(x, yk’(x -y; e)pu(dx)p.(dy) 
)I 
E2 can be expressed explicitly in terms of g’ and of the cumulants of PO up to order 
4 (see [5]). 
Remark. An identical conclusion can be derived for gr under the same assumptions. 
On one hand, the almost sure convergence of Df(0, p) is proved without any 
difficulty. On the other hand, we have the relationship: 
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It is sufficient to bound, by use of Bienayme-Chebyshev inequality 
and to expand the moments of F( G,) with respect to the cumulants measure of PO. 
Taking into account the Brillinger-mixing assumption for P,, one easily obtains 
Consequently, A ( G,)“2D:( 0, l.~) and A (G,)“‘C:( 0, CL) have the same limit law, 
which is also true for A (G,)“‘( & - f3) and A (G,)“‘( I!?~ - 0). 
4. Discussion and conclusion 
In this paper we developed a theoretical framework for the estimation of para- 
meters of the covariance density for stationary point processes on Rd. We indicated 
in the introduction why an approach using the “space representation” of the process, 
rather than the “spectral” one, seems to be more natural for applications. Another 
advantage is that the estimation of covariance parameters need fewer computations 
than the estimation of spectrum parameters. In fact, the result used by Brillinger 
[2] is that, for different integers s, the random variables 
l&x)1&) ei”‘“~Y’~(dx)~(dy) 
are asymptotically independent exponentials. So, we would have to compute various 
integrals such as &(s), and not only one as in our case. 
In applications, cluster point processes such as the Gauss-Poisson process or the 
Neyman-Scott process are frequently used to describe the spatial dispersion of 
points (Neyman, Scott, [8]). The covariance is closely related to the distribution of 
distances between cluster centers and cluster members and so has a clear physical 
interpretation. 
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